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7 Claims.~ (01102-236)- , ' 
This invention relates to'water, reclaiming ap 

paratus and; has for its objectgthe provision of 
means'for obtainingpotable water from an .im 
pure water supply, stressing the larger propor 
tionate quantity of water reclaimed and the 
maximum economyin the vutilization of heat in. 
the reclamation of‘therwater. _ 7 V I 

‘ The function of the subject apparatus involves 
the evaporationjin vacuo of water heatedto a 
lower than boiling point temperature which ordi~ 
narily wouldnecessitata'for the pump recircula 
tion of theraw 'water from heater to vacuum 
chamber, that the latter be elevated to at least 
the vacuum seal height above the surface level 
of the body of raw water.‘ Otherwise, the water 
will ?ash into Vapor‘. in the circulating system, 
making the pump ineffective. This has limited 
the practical employment of vacuum water re 
claimers to boats or buildings wherein the pres_ 
ence of a tower-like structure from twenty to 
thirty. feet or more in height isunobjectionable. 

' One of the objects of the present invention is 
to provide access of‘ atmospheric pressure to the 
circulating water column between'.the heating 
chamber’ and the vacuum chamber, relieving the 
vacuum tension of the circulatingcolumn, avert- I 
ing the tendency ofjthe water to “?ash” inthe 
circulating line, and , permitting the‘ pump to 
properly function'withthe' apparatus at any de 
sired low level. {This adapts theapparatus of the 
present invention to be'mounted on .a‘truck as 
well as to be used in boats or in buildings, which 
is‘ the most important consideration in providing 
mobile water reclaiming units‘ for armies, etc. 
Another object of the invention is to introduce 

the heated water to the vacuum chamber in the 
form of a hollow conical curtain ‘whereby maxi 
mum surface, both the inside and outside of said 
curtain, is exposed to the evacuated atmosphere 
of the vacuum chamber. _ ' ' , . > 

‘Still another object of the invention is the pro 
vision of a “cone splitter” to open one side oflthe 
conical spray particularly near the 'apex where 
the ,water curtain is continuous, thereby to’ allow 
the water vapor from the inside of the apical pore 
tion of the hollow cone to escape. ' I‘ 1 
A further object-of the invention is to‘ provide 

a sediment and solute collecting body of water 
with level determining overflow, at the bottom of 
the vacuum chamber, which is continuously agi 
tated by the impingement of’ the water spray 
against the surface thereof, so that the high 
density of water is kept‘ in a. condition .of uni 
form concentration continuously dischargingall , 
solids therein contained, into said overflow. 
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‘ Other objects of the invention will appear as 
the following description of a preferred and‘prac 
tical embodiment thereof proceeds.‘ ' ' 1 

In the drawings which accompany andform a 
part of the ‘following speci?cation and through‘: 
out the several ?gures of Which'the same charac-I 
ters of reference have beenemployed to designate 
identical parts: - ' ' ' ~ ~ 

Figure 1 is‘ a view in elevation; partly inIsec-' 
tion, showing an embodiment ‘of the invention 
adapted to be mounted upon a truck; '7 I - 
Figure 2 is a similar view ‘showing a modi?ed 

form ‘of- the'invention adapted'f'or use on a boat; 
‘ Figure 3 is‘ an elevational view of a spray noz 
zvle featuring the “cone splitter”; , ‘ 1' 

v Figure 4 is a vertical section through a modi?ed 
form of vacuum chamber showing‘a plurality of 
sprays in vertical axial alignmentyand Y I ' 

Figure 5 is a similar view through a modi?ed 
form of vacuum chamber in which-a plurality of 
sprays are horizontally arranged. - " > 

' Referring now in detail to the several ?gures, 
and ?rst-adverting tothat form of the inven 
tion‘ shownin Figure 1, this being "the installa 
tion-designed particularly for a; mobile unit‘ and 
in which it is contemplated that a ,capacity‘of 
reclaimed water is required greater than can be 
‘obtained from the mere waste heat of the truck 
power plant, the numeral 1" ' 
heater, which may be heated if desired, in part 
by waste heat from the internal combustion en 
gine‘, not shown, I I 

truck; but which is shown as being served by a 
suitable burner 2. The water heater l is one of 

circulatoryv system which I in, 
cludes also the vacuum chamber 3 and the pump 
4, which pumps water from the lower part of the 
vacuum chamber by way ‘of the conduit 5"and 
returns it to, the water heater through the con-I 
duit 6,. The atmosphere of the vacuum chamber 
is continuously evacuated through the conduit 1 
at the top of said chamber. ‘ I ' I 'I 

‘ Heated water from‘ the upper part of the ‘heat 
er ‘I is drawn into the vacuum chamber through 
a downwardly directed spray nozzle 8 which de 
livers the water to the vacuum chamber in the 
form of a hollow inverted cone 9, or other suit 
able spray. A portion of the heated water spray 

vapor being carried through the conduit '|.to a 
condenser HI. IA pump II I“ connected to‘ thellower 
part of the condenser, byga conduit I2, delivers 
the condensatewater from the condenser to a 
storage chamber l3.’ Thewater vapor from the 
chamber v3 is ‘drawn ‘into the condenser through 

represents a water 

which nermeny operates the‘ 

is evaporated in the vacuum chamber, the Water ‘ 



2; 
the conduit 1 by a suitable pump l9 which after 
the condensation of the water, discharges the 
vehicle air into the atmosphere. 

It is obvious that if the conduits I4 and I5 
which lead from the heater to the spray nozzle 
8 were a continuous unbroken circuit, the cir 
culatory path from the vacuum chamber through 
the pump v4, heater‘ l, and back to the vacuum 
chambergi‘woiildlhave fbdth eh‘d‘s'isubiecti» to (the 
pull of ‘vacuum in opposite directions‘; so ‘that; 
the water being heated to a temperature below 
its atmospheric boiling 

maintained in the vacuum 

would interrupt its pumping 

point but higher than‘ 
the ‘boiling point under the degree] of vacuums 

chamber, might ?ash 
into a vapor, creating a void iri-tlie pump“! which 

function' and bring» 

5 

10 

the circulation of water to an end and the vapor ‘ 
would condense back into theewater in thei‘rev 
circulating line itself. Also, if the entire cir 
culatory system were closed, more heat" would be 
required :if the whole recirculation vlinej-were-un 
den-vacuum; assthe' vacuu» ‘would-have, a? tend 
ency to reducerthetemperature .of- the water to 
thee-vacuum‘ temperature. ‘ For; instance, ‘steam 
leaving‘ the exhaust» 10f~ an engine; or turbineiat 
300!" F. and->1 discharged: intoeae vacuum~ of 27 
inches; as referred’ to~30~inches barometer, would 
instantly be'reduced to approximately>1l59 

_ Von-into aY28~inchwacuumnto-approximately 105° 
So;-by discharging-.thewater from- the- heater 

into atmospheric-pressure and? allowing-.the-vac 
umnf~to~pull~.thisewater intoj=the reclaimer- tank, 
thetotahheat ofithei water- is then . put: through 
vthee-spray:head for; vaporization in, the reclaimer 
tank. - - 

In" order to'avoid this)‘; have'provideda-break 
in the circulatory conduitsatawhich:breakeatmosL 
rpheric pressure ‘is- imposed upon: the column; of 
circulating water-g relieving: the vacuous tension 
of the circulatory water-column» and‘ preventing 
the tendency of, the‘water- to l?ash ' into- a-vapor 
in~-~the1- pump,; or forvthat; matter, at any- ~ other 
pointithan the-‘vacuum: chamber itself. 7' 

~ This‘_ break -»is effected by. the ‘-pI_3OViSj-0n:-Of~ an 
opem topped-2 vessel -;l_ 6, which, is»-?lled-~. with water 

' up ~‘to-Jagconstant‘minimum- level» H, determined 
by the positiom ef-a floated-valve: 23-,in' the- conduit 
I 5~which leadsnto the sprayrnozzle. The. maxi 
mum‘ level- is- determined-‘by the over?ow pipe 18-. 
The adj acentfends of: the conduits l4: and. I5 dip 
into the vessel (l 6 below: the water leveL l1; Thus, 
the function ofjthempumnk is to pump intouthe 
vessel-p II which is. .under atmospheric. .pressure, 
and“ thefunctiom of ' the vacuum inthe vacuum 
chamber 3;-is to draw liquid from the-body. of 
liquid in the vessel;v 1'6; x - . .7 . 
The condenser l05‘is-cooled'by-raw water-drawn 

from'the source. of; supply. through the» conduit 20 
andT pumped to‘ the condenser bythepumpell 
and-dischargedi'by- way.’ OfVtheWpipe. 22. The 
coolingwate-r, of- course, becomes-heated in the 
condenser, and" as it is desired -to conserve. as’ 
much as possible ofv the. heat of this. water, as 
much; asmay needed? to. make up. the-loss due 
t6 the ‘volume of'water- reclaimed,.plus high 
densitywatertrirown' away; through‘ pipe 32 'in 
Fig“( 1,. is fedfintd‘thé chamber 3 through the 
branch pipe 26'.' - I 

. That’part‘ofItlie water. of the'lconical spray 9 
which does not evaporate in“ the vacuum cham~ 
bet‘ 3' accumulates in a- body 21 infthe bottom 
of'is'aid vacuum chamber to'arlevel determined 
and“ mai'ritai‘riediby? the‘ upper ‘end of the conduit 
55which eiit‘e'nfdsani appreciable distance above 
the bottom ofgthe' vacuum chamber; 'I‘his‘water 
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2,358,559 
is necessarily of relatively high density, contain 
ing solutes resulting from the evaporation of 
part of the spray and also sediment in, suspen 
sion. A part of this high density water is bled 
off from the system through the valved pipe ‘24 
connecting into the conduit 6, either continuous 
ly or periodically, as may be desired. This pre 
vents progressive increase inrthe density of the 
water circulating throug'h‘the system and avoids 
the"deposit'of' scale, etctyinrthe variousiiparts of 
said system. As the spray 9 impinges forcibly 
against the surface of the high density water 
body. 21-, it.keepsr this water body in a state of 
agitation whereby a uniform proportion of the 

1'5'csolid's. which iticontains are continuously carried 
to the pipe 245.‘ This purge of the high density 
water does away with the necessity of having to 
,cleaniscale and salt accumulations from the var 
ious parts of the system as it required with ordi 
nary‘coil types of evaporators. In other words, 
the subject water .reclaimer is selfcleaning'. 

, Abaf?ei 2.9 requires the. water vapor tov traverse 
a. circuitousfpath before reaching the conduit 1, 
and ‘prevents. any splashof. impure water. from 
being. entrained. with», the..outgoing water vapor 
and contaminating the reclaimed .water. 
A hollow cone spray.v has. beenselected as af 

fordingthemaximum.surfaceeexposedto the vac 
uum within the .vacuumchamber 3L . The water 
constituting this cone. spray is.1in-the form-of a 
thin. curtain,. bothetheeinnereand. outer. surfaces 
of 'which are exposed. to. the. vacuous atmosphere 
within the vacuum .chamber.. Such. a curtain 
has .the form of.~a.continuous. sheet ofrwater to- . 
ward. the apical‘.portionoffthe cone, but in the 
lower or wider. portionethe sheetyof water breaks 
into cascades of-d'ropsmore or less separated-and 
affording. innumerable-passages. from the inside 
to the outside .of the. cone for the exit of the 

Ordinarily, a.’ certain volume. of 
water vapor would be trappedwithin the apical 
portion of the. hollow- cones by the~continuous 
sheet, of water forming. theupperipart of- said 
cone. This would decreasethe. evaporative sur 
face. of'th'e inside .of'thecone. In order to pre 
vent this loss‘ in. eyaporative :e?iciency, I .have 
provided‘ thecone splitter 30 which. has the~=form 
'of ‘a blade or wire attached to the rim of the 
spray nozzle‘ and extending- inwardly so as. to- in 
tersect the. surface “of; the .coneclosely adjacent 
theapex thereof. Such a splitter. diverts the 
water'issuing from the. spray nozzle 8,. forming 
a‘ cleft'j3l from apex to baseand providing: an 
avenue'fo'r the continuousdischargeof all of ' 
theiwater Vapor generated-ion the» inside .of the 
cone. 7 

, By‘ the provision of. the atmospheric. break 
represented by the open vessel 16,. intowhichthe 
adjacent'ends of the conduits. l4 and I5 dip be. 
lcw" the water‘level, I'am enabled. to .. maintain 
circulation of .waterbetweenthe heater and’vac 
uum chamber without resortingto, the. elevation 
of the vacuum chamber to' a. height equal. in. or 
exceeding the vacuum seal height above the. level 
ofv the body of‘ raw water being reclaimed. With 
out this break, it would be impractical .to install 
this system in a mobile unit such'asv a'truckv or 
other‘ places where height is limited. 
Referringnow to. that adaptation of the in 

vention shown in, Figure 2, this» represents a 
boat orother installation in'which. a relatively 
large amount .ofv waste heatis available and» in 
which the ‘volume of water required to be re 
claimedisi generally . not. so large to. require 
any‘ supplemental. heating,v agency. ‘ ' 



'boat, and which‘ 
drawn through the conduit 
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Therheate'r in this form of the invention is 

represented'by thev-water‘r'jacket’33 of the in 
ternal combustion engine which operates the 

isi'applied with cooling Water 

The cooling water1 heated by‘ the engine is 
*~ pumped from the‘ engine jacket by way of the 
conduit 34 by the pump 36 and delivered to the 
open ‘topped vessel 16" throughthe conduit 38. 

-'»The spray nozzle '8 and‘the splitter 30 ‘are the 
"same as described in ‘ s 

1 iof’the invention illustrated in Figure 1. The 
adjacent ends of the vconduit 38; 

connection with ‘that form 

and the conduit I5. which supplies‘? the spray nozzle dip into the 
"vessel I li~below_~ the water level l which is 
‘maintained by the ?oat valve \23 andiby the over 
v‘?ovv‘pip'e 31, the vlatteritlischarging intO'the sea. 
Vacuum in the vacuum: 7 

by the pump ll , theinduction end of} which come 
‘municates through the conduit l2 and condenser 

chamber 3 is maintained 

Ill‘ with the water vapor conduit 1., A separate 
vacuum pump,>such as that shownv at 49 in Fig 
ure 2_ maybe used, ‘if desired. Cooling water 
for ‘the condenser‘ is‘ pumped from the sea 
through the conduit 2!], pump 2| and conduit 
38', and returns to the sea by way of the con 
duit 39. The ba?ie 29 is the same as in the ?rst 
described form of my invention and performs 
the same function. A body of water is main 
tained in the bottom of the vacuum chamber 3 
to a level determined by the height at which the 
upper end of the pipe stands above the bottom 
of the vacuum chamber. A proportion of the 
high concentration water is withdrawn by the 
pump 40 and discharged into the sea. 
This form of the invention differs from that 

illustrated in Figure 1, solely in that waste heat 
from an internal combustion engine is employed 

the water being treated, 

Referring now to Figures .4 and 5, these show 
forms of vacuum chamber and arrangements of 
spray nozzle which can be alternatively employed 
for the vacuum chambers and spray nozzles 
shown in either Figures 1 or 2. In Figure 4 the 

is vertically elongated and a 

gained through the 
from the use of the 
shows a horizontally 

increased surface resulting 
multiple nozzles. Figure 5 
enlarged vacuum chamber 

44, in which the spray nozzles 45, 46 and 41 are 
in horizontal alignment emanating from a com 
mon manifold 48. Each of these nozzles is 
equipped with the cone splitter 30. 
While I have in the above description dis 

closed what I believe to be a preferred and prac 
tical embodiment of the invention, it will be un 
derstood to those skilled in the art that the 
speci?c details as shown and described are by 
way of illustration and not to be construed as 
limiting the scope of the invention which is 
expressed in the appended claims. 
What I claim as my invention is: 
1. Water reclaiming apparatus comprising 

means forming a vacuum chamber, a’ condenser, 
a conduit connecting the upper part of said vac 
uum chamber with said condenser ‘and a pump 
for drawing water vapor into said condenser from 
said vacuum chamber and maintaining vacuum 
in said chamber and a water circulation system 
including a water heater and conduits communi 

34’ from the sea. @ 

relieving vacuum {tension'on'the water column 
s in said circulation system comprising a vessel 
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"circulating water column, s _ 

conduit adjacent said vessel being submerged 
~below thelevel of said water body; afspray-head 
"terminating s’aid'upp'er conduit within said vac 
1 uum chamber, “ drawing 

vvsaid vacuum "chamber 

'means forming a vacuum '‘ V I I __ 

-a conduit connecting'the upper part of said vac 

.for drawing water va 

a claim 3, including 

open to atmosphere intercalated in said upper 
conduit and forming part thereof, means for 
maintaining a, water body in said vessel at con 
stantllevel, said water body forming part of the 

the ends of said'upper 

'water'rfrom ‘said vessel, 
and apump in said'lower conduit pumping from 

' ‘ through said heater to 
said'vess‘eL-l' V I ?_ y " v 

'2. Water reclaiming ’ apparatus comprising 

chamber, a condenser, 

uum chamber with'said'conde'nser, and apump 

from said vacuum ‘chamber and maintaining vac 
‘ uum in said chamber, a water circulation system 
including a water heater and conduits com 
municating therewith and with the upper and 
lower parts of said vacuum chamber, a spray 
head terminating in said upper conduit within 
said vacuum chamber, said upper conduit includ 

drawing from said vessel. ‘ 

3. Water reclaiming apparatus comprising 
means forming a vacuum chamber, a condenser, 
a conduit connecting the upper part of said vac 

into said vessel, said spray head drawing water 
from said vessel. 

4_. Water reclaimingapparatus as claimed in 
claim 3, including a pipe connecting'into the ‘ 

concentration of 
duit 

5. Water reclaiming apparatus as claimed. in 
. ‘ ‘ a suction conduit communi 

eating with said vacuum chamber above said 
spray head and with a condenser, a pump. con 

"eating therewith and with’ the upper and lower 
'parts'of said vacuum-chamber, and means for 

por through said condenser ._ r 



4 
nected to said suction conduit through said con 

;denser for drawing water vapor from said vac’ 
uum chamber into said condenser and discharg 
ing the vehicle air from said condenser, means 
for circulating cooling water through said con 
denser and means for returning a part of, the 
heated discharged cooling water to said circula 
tion system. a V 

6. Water reclaiming apparatus comprising 
means forming a vacuum chamber, a condenser, 
a conduit connecting the upper part of said vac 
uum chamber with said condenser, and a pump 
for drawing‘ water vapor through said condenser 
from said vacuum chamber and maintaining 
vacuum in said chamber, a water circulation sys 
tem including a water heater and conduits com, 
'municating therewith and with the upper and 
lower parts of said vacuum chamber, a down 
wardly directed spray head terminating said 
upper conduit within said vacuum chamber, said 

M upper conduit including pipe sections communi 
eating respectively with said heater and said 
spray head, and an intermediate vessel open to 
atmosphere having a constant minimum water 
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level, said pipe sections at their adjacent ends 
dipping within said vessel below said level, a float 
controlled valve in said upper conduit determin 
ing the minimum level in said‘vessel, said lower 
conduit extending within said vacuum chamber 
to a certain height above the bottom thereof de 
termining the retention of a, body of water at 
constant level within said vacuum chamber re 
plenished by the spray from said spray head and 
against the surfaceof'which said spray impinges, 
and a pump in said lower conduit pumping water 
from the body in said ‘vacuum chamber-‘through 
said heater into said vessel,- "saidfspray head 
drawing water from said vessel. - v 

7.7 A spray head for use in ,vacuum chamber 
evaporating apparatuscomprising a nozzlehav 
ing discharge ori?ces’ angularly arranged to de 
liver a spray in the ‘form of a hollow cone and 
a cone splitter carried by said nozzle comprising 
a blade extending transversely across the path 
of the spray to form a cleft in the spray to pro 
vide an avenue of escape for vapor from within 
the conical spray. ' . 

EDWIN S. CLEMENS‘ 


